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Introduction

Welcome to the fall issue of Hidden Value Stocks. 

In this issue, we have our usual fund interviews as well as their four value 
stock ideas. On top of our regular content, we also have an investment idea 
from Papyrus Capital: A deeply undervalued Hawaii/Maui real estate play 
with a potential upside of 250%. 

Over the past two years, Hidden Value Stocks has grown rapidly and earlier 
this year we made the decision to incorporate the business as a standalone 
entity. This move should allow us to provide better service to readers, and 
more content. Unfortunately, it also means that, due to the higher costs of 
operating as an independent business, Hidden Value Stocks is increasing in 
price from $399 to $449 at the end of September. 

If you’re an existing subscriber, you have nothing to worry about. We 
pledge to all our members to grandfather you in at the current rate for 
perpetuity if you renew. And for a limited time we’re offering a special deal 
for existing subscriber referrals. You can refer a friend and for each member 
(who completes the 5-day trial) you both get 10% off your membership price 
(new members will still receive the $399 price). We offer further reductions 
for multiple subscriptions.

You can refer a friend and for each member (who completes the 5-day trial) 
you both get 10% off your membership price (new members will still receive 
the $399 price). We offer further reductions for multiple subscriptions. 

So, if you enjoy Hidden Value Stocks please spread the word and help us 
grow the community. 

We hope you enjoy the fall issue of Hidden Value Stocks and as always, if 
you have any questions or comments please do get in touch.

Sincerely, 

Rupert Hargreaves

& Jacob Wolinsky

support@hiddenvaluestocks.com

http://www.hiddenvaluestocks.com
mailto:support%40hiddenvaluestocks.com?subject=
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Fund Updates

Update from Choice Equities on Reed’s Inc 
(profiled in the June issue of Hidden Value 
Stocks):

From Choice’s Q2 letter to investors: 

Reed’s Inc. is a company that has had its ups 
and downs. You may know it as a market leading 
manufacturer of ginger beer and a pioneer in the 
small but rapidly growing craft consumer beverage 
segment. As the only leading player making ginger 
beer that actually has ginger in it, the company is 
well positioned to expand on its lead in the space 
and capture much of the growth in this category. 
But it was not always this way. 

Chris Reed, the company’s founder, essentially 
brought the category mainstream and grew this 
company from scratch to an organization with 
multiple brands together doing near $50 million 
of sales per year. He should be commended for 
building such a well-regarded brand, an effort he 
initiated largely on his own. But the company had 
its share of missteps. The most costly one was an 
ill-fated and strategically questionable foray into 
expanding its manufacturing operations with a 
major investment in a new plant in 2015. This move 
diverted capital away from marketing spending and 
brand building initiatives and brought operational 
execution risk into the picture. Later that year 
the company began having problems fulfilling its 
commitments to customers, and the company was 
hurt by increased distribution costs and lost sales. 
Further troubles soon followed which ultimately led 
to the installation of a new board and management 
team last summer. 

The new Chairman of the Board is John Bello, 
founder of Sobe and former Chairman of Izze. A 
year ago he tapped a new CEO, Val Stalowir, who I 
had the pleasure of meeting for lunch in Greenwich, 
CT a few months ago at a restaurant named, quite 
appropriately, The Ginger Man. He likewise has 
impressive experience within the industry with prior 
leadership and operational experience. The new 
team is appropriately transitioning the company to 
an asset-light strategy. The intended sale of its L.A. 
based plant will finalize the move away from the 
capital-intensive manufacturing operations and the 
company will devote the lion’s share of its resources 
towards marketing and brand building going 
forward. The focus will be on only their most visible 

and best-positioned brands, Virgil’s and Reed’s, 
as these two brands hold leadership positions in 
categories that are growing at mid-single digits and 
mid-teens levels annually, respectively. The new 
team looks intent on developing the brands and 
potentially positioning them for a sale to a larger 
player, a common play in the consumer beverage 
playbook. 

This position resides as a smallish for one us as 
shares are up ~40% from our initial purchase levels 
earlier this summer. Unfortunately, while we were 
doing our due diligence, the price moved quickly. 
Choosing discipline over chasing the stock, we have 
held steady at a low to mid-single-digit size position. 
Still, if they are able to execute successfully on this 
plan, it seems shares could double or better from 
recent levels over some two to three-year horizon.

Update from Livermore Partners on 
Jadestone Energy (profiled in the June 
issue of Hidden Value Stocks):

From Livermore’s Q2 letter to investors:

With Jadestone (JSE), our thesis continues to 
manifest along with very strong returns for this 
exciting and growing oil producer. Jadestone 
successfully IPO’d in London in August.

Jadestone executed a $200 million transformational 
Australian asset acquisition from Thailand giant, 
PTTEP. We hold a seat on the Board of Directors 
of Jadestone, added to the equity position on the 
raise, and continue to focus hard on its growth 
trajectory. 

Jadestone has a chance to be a true small cap 
champion and the potential to be a $1 billion 
company in the face of Brent’s uplift near $75 
a barrel. Adding to this are the strong free cash 
flows from the new Montara acquisition, which 
on a proforma basis, will allow $100 million of 
annual FCF for a company today trading at a large 
discount (1.5X EV/EBITDA for 2019) to any peers. 
We continue to feel Jadestone is in a great position 
to prosper in the years ahead thru both acquisition 
and organic growth and reflects the strength of an 
excellent management team. My hats off to CEO 
Paul Blakeley and his team!

http://www.hiddenvaluestocks.com
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Returns

Edition Fund Ticker Open 
Price

Date 
Pitched

Date 
Closed Dividends Current 

Price (1) (2) Total Return

8 Verdad TYO:4028 ¥1,050 06/15/17 06/15/18 ¥1,120 6.67%

TYO:9994 ¥1,620 06/15/17 06/15/18 ¥42 ¥3,455 115.86%

GrizzlyRock NYSE:RSO $9.95 06/15/17 06/15/18 $0.20 $10.02 2.71%

NYSE:VPG $17.45 06/15/17 06/15/18 $38.25 119.20%

9 Logos LP NASDAQ: AAON $34.85 09/29/17 $0.29 $40.50 16.21%

NYSE: LXFT $47.80 09/29/17 $46.40 -2.93%

Dane Capital NYSE: DSKE $13.05 09/29/17 $8.78 -32.72%

NYSE: MX $11.31 09/29/17 $9.95 -12.02%

10 Hayden Capital ZO1:GR €151.90 12/22/17 €158.40 4.28%

NASDAQ: CACC $325.00 12/22/17 $445.41 37.05%

Avenir Capital HKG:0100 $8.20 12/22/17 $0.44 $6.27 -23.54%

NYSE: BBX $7.90 12/22/17 $0.01 $7.07 -10.51%

11 Old West NYSE: ZDGE $3.10 03/27/2018 $2.21 -28.71%

NYSE: CRR $7.52 03/27/2018 $7.93 5.45%

Songbird NYSE: OXM $76.90 03/27/2018 $0.34 $91.35 18.79%

NASDAQ: GNTX $22.60 03/27/2018 $0.11 $22.52 -0.35%

12 Liberty Park NASDAQ: NNBR $18.90 06/29/2018 $0.07 $16.00 -15.34%

NASDAQ: NATI $41.98 06/29/2018 $48.17 14.75%

Left Brain NASDAQ: TTD $93.80 06/29/2018 $142.44 51.86%

Choice Equities NYSE: BXC $37.53 06/29/2018 $38.00 1.25%

NYSE: DS $7.72 06/29/2018 $6.06 -21.50%

NYSE MKT: REED $2.85 06/29/2018 $3.05 7.02%

(1) For closed positions this price is the price at time of close. 

(2) Prices as of September 17

*Table only include the stocks profiled in the last four issues of Hidden Value Stocks. The full performance 
figures can be found at: https://hiddenvaluestocks.com/returns/

http://www.hiddenvaluestocks.com
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INTERVIEW ONE:

Quim Abril 
Global Quality Edge Fund

Mr. Quim Abril, served as Head of Equity Funds within BMN Asset Management 
from July 2004 to January 2015, where he developed the Earnings Quality 
framework analysis and Forensic Accounting. His flagship fund´s 5-year 
performance ranked Top 5 in the Spanish Equity Funds category, while 
also pushing Mr. Abril to the #429 (2° in Spain) among the top 1000 equity 
PMs in the world, according to Citywire. In addition, Mr. Abril has had active 
participation within the Spanish economic press, also appearing as a guest 
speaker in leading asset management conferences.

Quim Abril

Can you tell our readers a bit 
about your background and the 
Global Quality Edge Fund?

Sure, in the last 15 years I’ve 
been working at different asset 
management firms in Spain; primarily 
investment arms within banking. 
Looking back, it was a great 
experience but I reached a point 
where the l realized I needed to set 
up my own investment vehicle and 
break away from the limitations that 
come with working in a bank. It has 
now been two years since I made 
that difficult decision of giving up the 
comfortable lifestyle I had in banking 
to create my own hedge fund. 

Before all this happened, my 
background had mostly been in 
finance, particularly in accounting and 
auditing while also (more importantly) 
analyzing businesses from a 
qualitative and strategic perspective.  
Above all, though, what has really 
helped me out the most has been 
the experience I acquired from one-
to-one conference calls with senior 
managers at companies in which we 
analyze and invest at the fund.  My 
daily contact with other people within 
the same sector, their vast experience 
in strategic analysis has also been 

incredibly helpful. While I will not 
mention names, they know who they 
are!

Global Quality Edge Fund was 
officially launched in June 2017 with 
€1.5 million of AUM from a single 
investor. Today, we have grown the 
fund to €6 million from 15 investors 
and we hope to achieve the €10 
million milestones by the end of this 
year. 

The fund invests mostly in 
extraordinary companies with solid 
and sustainable long term competitive 
advantages, who are leaders in 
their niche markets, face low or null 
competition, have low broker analyst 
coverage, sound capital management, 
high ROIC across the business cycle, 
low correlation to equity market 
indices and visible interest alignment 
between shareholders and company 
management.  

We generally invest in small and mid-
cap size businesses. Our preference 
for this size range can be explained in 
10 points:

1. 80% of the investable universe 
is made up of listed companies 
with less than €2.5 billion euros in 
market cap.  

http://www.hiddenvaluestocks.com
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2. Their underlying businesses are easier to 
understand and study. 

3. They focus on niche segments within their 
respective markets.

4. Their senior management is more accessible 
to contact and exchange insight.

5. They offer higher earnings growth potential 
and longer-term return, not always having to 
compromise on the increased volatility. 

6. Low analyst coverage.
7. Lower correlation to market indices. 
8. A higher percentage of insider ownership.
9. Higher chances of receiving take-over offers.
10. If in the U.S., favorably benefiting from the 

recent tax reform.

Whenever we feel the likelihood of a recession 
increasing, we apply tail-risk hedging strategies 
and protect our fund from significant losses, like 
those seen in 2000 and 2008.

You’re looking only for "extraordinary 
companies." How would you define 
extraordinary? What qualities are you 
looking for in a business?

I think an extraordinary company is one that has 
very low or no competition thanks to one or more 
competitive advantages (structural characteristics 
attributable to their business), which translate into 
higher return on capital and margin. 

For example, Victrex (VCT), a British Specialty 
Chemicals company and a global leader in 
engineering thermoplastics.  Their signature 
polymer solution,  PEEK, component for a number 
of industries. It has a 65% market share with 
only two direct competitors. Acerinox (ACX), on 
the other hand, a Spanish listed steel company, 
competes in price against a multitude of players 
globally where the only possible moat is to be the 
lowest cost structure.

Although both companies’ products are key 
materials for other businesses, Victrex has a 4x 
higher return when compared to Acerinox. Is 

it reasonable to think that both companies will 
have qualified top senior management teams 
leading them; however, the main difference is the 
competitive advantage of Victrex, and the balance 
that exists between supply and demand, which is 
why Global Quality Edge Fund will and is always 
seeking markets where supply cannot always keep 
up with demand. 

Another critical feature an extraordinary company 
must have is that they must cater to a niche 
market, where size matters in relative, not in 
absolute terms. If we take Holland Colours (HC), 
their total revenues were €84 million in 2017 
within a potential global market of €11 billion in the 
coloring system business. However, if we study 
Holland Colours in greater detail, they actually 
have a 30% market share in a sub-segment of 
the colouring system business of €300 million. Is 
Holland Colours, then, a small or large company?

We try to understand the company from the 
perspective of the customers, as generally 
speaking the quality of their customers can also 
determine the quality of a company. 

Happy customers also allow for better forecasting 
in future earnings. We could then ask ourselves, 
how dependent is the customer or client to the 
products or services offered by our case study 
company? What is their client retention rate? Is 
it easy to convince them to buy the products 
and services? Does the company in question 
have customer concentration? Tessi SA (TES), 
for example, is a market leader in document 
processing and payment services for the financial 
sector in France. In the last few years, they’ve 
achieved a 90% client retention rate. Similarly, 
Espey (ESP), a British manufacturing company that 
serves the military market and is largely protected 
by competition from its patents; has more than 
50% of its sales come from its top 10 clients. If we 
look at Victrex again, it manufactures a polymer 
that is a critical supply material within the industrial 
sector, and its customers would not tolerate any 
error or settle for anything of lesser quality. To 
some extent, they’re captive clients and switching 
costs to another competitor are incredibly high.

http://www.hiddenvaluestocks.com
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Lastly, we must ask ourselves the following: Is 
growth in earnings and profitability consistent or 
erratic? In the commodities space, for example, 
companies have no control on the pricing of 
the products they’re selling, as the raw material 
it involves is directly linked to the cycle of the 
economy, there is exposure to price deflation 
and most of the companies destroy value for 
their shareholders. If we now think of software 
companies like Microsoft, where the user pays an 
average price and upfront fee of $100 for Office 
365, generating a positive impact in working 
capital, visible and recurring earnings from their 
licensing, room for potential price increases and 
knowing switching costs are very high.
 

And another key part of your strategy is 
finding companies with a "low probability 
that an accounting problem could reduce 
the profit or cash flow.” Can you tell us 
some more about this goal?

In the last 25 years, there have been many 
accounting fraud cases where senior management 
misled investors. Enron, Health South and Valeant 
in the U.S. and Gowex and Pescanova in Spain, to 
quote a few examples. 

Most of the time, these situations are remote and 
hard to spot but what think are far easier to detect 
are the possible accounting practices that may put 
future earnings and cash flow generation at risk: 
accounting ‘red flags’. 

While it is always imperative to understand the 
business model of a company, their competitive 
position and their capital management, it is equally 
relevant to look for these ‘red flags’; something 
we dedicate a lot of time in doing for our Global 
Quality Edge Fund. 

To avoid falling victim to these mistakes we read 
annual filings in detail. These documents are not 
always easy to read and will change over time 
to reflect new accounting rules and guidelines; 
which is why a strong knowledge in accounting is 
necessary to understand them fully.

If we put these ‘red flags’ in context, I can maybe 
start off by saying - without running too big a 
risk - that the US economy is almost reaching its 
final economic stage and companies will begin 
to feel the strain to maintain or continue growing 
their earnings. In answer to that challenge, some 

senior management teams may start applying 
aggressive accounting practices to keep earnings 
growth, stable cash flow generation and a clean 
balance sheet. In the last 10 years, we have spent 
our time listing and classifying red flags according 
to their type which then help us identify possible 
accounting risks and understand how senior 
management think and act around them. 

At Global Quality Edge Fund we prioritize time 
speaking to senior management. It is precisely on 
these calls where we get better insight to clarify 
and find answers to these possible accounting 
risks.

In one of his famous letters to shareholders, 
Warren Buffett once said "...trouble awaits 
managements that paper over operating problems 
with accounting manoeuvres. [They achieve] the 
same result as the seriously-ill patient who tells his 
doctor:  "I can’t afford the operation, but would 
you accept a small payment to touch up the 
x-rays?"  

Another renowned American investor, Thornton 
O’Glove, would explain it through the following 
example: "If we assume that company reports 
earnings per share of $2, would there be a reason 
for the CEO to undervalue this number? Surely not 
but he could have inflated it from $1.5 to $2 to give 
the appearance that it is greater than is really is." 

These two stories serve as a reminder to investors 
that companies massage their accounts, preferring 
in some cases illusion over reality.

Do you have an example of a business that 
initially looked interesting, but turned out 
to have accounting issues? 

Yes, halfway through 2017 I came upon Mitie 
Group (MTO), a leading British outsourcing service 
company, which provides facilities management, 
office cleaning services, waste management, 
security and document management.

A typical and very boring business made 
interesting because of the specialist services they 
offered. Mitie managed almost always to renew 
all their service contracts, enjoyed high retention 
rate due to high switching costs, economies of 
scale and attractive returns on capital. Once I 
began to review their annual statements, I found 
what I had initially presumed would be a ‘red flag’ 
when they purchased Enara, a leading home care 

http://www.hiddenvaluestocks.com
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service provider in 2012. When analyzing the deal, I 
realized Mitie was assuming very high forecasts for 
their care service unit that could force a negative 
goodwill adjustment and subsequent losses on their 
P&L. Goodwill represented 45% of Mitie’s market 
cap of which Enara contributed more than 20% to 
the total value. Under note 31 from the 2012 annual 
report, you could see how the amount paid to 
complete the acquisition was £115.7 million of which 
£94 million was allocated to Goodwill; in other 
words, more than 80%!

In addition to this, note 13 from the 2016 annual 
report showed how Mitie was aggressively 
forecasting total revenue growth rates of 20% 
when the underlying business was running on a 
loss. The years that followed, the pharmaceutical 
line of business began to deteriorate, and yet 
senior management chose not to write-off the 
goodwill although they did explain they would 
be open to it if the business did not improve. 
Eventually what I anticipated became a reality. 
Mitie announced their exit from the pharmaceutical 
business and recorded an impairment charge of 
goodwill, generation losses due to discontinued 
operations worth £132.4 million. 

On 19th September 2016, after hosting an earnings 
call with analysts, the share price quickly dropped 
by 28.8%. Today, the stock is 50% below its year-
end 2015 price. 

In conclusion, whenever a company acquires and 
merges with another business, and the total value 
of the deal is significant, it is essential to analyze all 
of their accounting reports in greater detail.

You also like to talk to management as part 
of your invest process. What qualities are 
you looking for in the management teams 
you invest alongside?

I can think of many but we generally begin by 
asking ourselves what type of manager leads 
the organization and what is his or her degree of 
independence when it comes to decision making.

(1) Bank of the Ozarks, now known as Bank OZK, 
is lead by Georg Gleason, CEO and founder of 
the company in 1979. The passion that George 
transmits when running the day to day business is 
undeniable and far-reaching throughout the entire 
company. All his decisions are long-term and never 
influenced by what the competitors may be doing, 
proved recently by giving up growth in his CR&E 
division to avoid compromising the quality of OZK’s 
loan portfolio at a time when there is certain pricing 
pressure. In our teleconference calls with Tim Hicks 
(CFO), he told us that OZK only approves between 
5-7% of applicants out of all the offers they study 
and will only do so when there is an imbalance 
between supply and demand. 

Another important indicator to look out for is 
managers with low salaries, low stock-option 
compensation schemes and high stock ownership. 

(2) Christian Canty is president and CEO of 
Installux, and his base salary is not even 0.5% 
of total sales, does not offer option linked 
compensation, and he’s the owner of more than 
50% of the company.

An interesting characteristic that’s often not 
reflected in the market is how senior management 
values its employees. 

(3) Employees of Holland Colours own 25% of the 
company, which impacts the profitability of the 
business both directly and indirectly. 

In another conference call with Neurones (NRO) 
the colouring company’s CEO, Luc de Chammard, 
explained how their decentralized business model 
helps improve profit growth and retain talent. The 
company’s level of talent retention is amongst the 
highest in the industry

It is also relevant to know if the CEO and CFO are 
making good decisions when allocating capital. 

(4) Inchcape plc (INCH) is a good example. Their 
investments, working capital, M&A, dividend 
payments and timely share repurchasing programs 
have all added value for shareholders. 

Share repurchase agreements are worth 
understanding and seeing if their timing is 
opportunistic or not. 

“In conclusion, whenever a company 
acquires and merges with another 
business, and the total value of the deal is 
significant, it is essential to analyze all of 
their accounting reports in greater detail.

http://www.hiddenvaluestocks.com
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(5) O’Reilly Automotive (ORLY) has a long history 
repurchasing shares. In May 2017 when the stock 
was trading at 15x earnings, O’Reilly announced it 
was boosting it by back facility by $1 billion raising 
the total to $9 billion, which represented 50% of its 
market cap.

(6) Straco Corporation (S85) announced a share 
repurchase program last April of at least 10% of 
shares outstanding, at which point the stock price 
was close to SGD 0.75 with a cash P/E of 10.5x and 
an average daily volume of 100,000 shares.

Lastly, insider trading is a key indicator to buy 
stock whenever the CEO drastically increases his 
or her stake in the company. 

(7) In June this year, Walgreens (WBA) CEO, 
Stefano Pessina, bought 1.7 million shares valued at 
$109 million, increasing his stake to 15%.

You also employ a tail risk strategy. Can 
you give us some insight into this strategy 
and why you’ve decided to implement it?

The idea behind hedging through options is to 
protect the tail-risk of the market, a practice that 
is also known as tail-hedging and was mainly 
developed by value investor Mark Spitznagel. 

Throughout history, most drops in equity indices 
above 20% have been recorded when the 
economy enters into a recession. Our most recent 
evidence of this is the dot-com bubble in 2000 and 
the financial crisis in 2008.  To avoid or diminish 
the drop, we buy out-of-the-money put options 
on market indices to protect our fund from market 
downturns greater than 20-25% whenever there 
is a significantly high chance of this occurring by 
closely monitoring Conference Board indicators 
(Leading, Coincident and Lagging indicators) for US 
and Europe.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We classify the business cycle in four phases 
based on the rate of change of the US Conference 
Leading Indicator, on a year-on-year basis and 
year-on-year three month moving average. We 
believe the business cycle in the US is now in the 
expansion phase where (along with the recovery 
phase) is where we see higher returns for equities. 
We expect that towards the end of 2018, the 
business cycle in the US could move into the 
deceleration phase where stock returns will still be 
positive but not as high as the previous cycles.

“(5) O’Reilly Automotive (ORLY) has 
a long history repurchasing shares. In 
May 2017 when the stock was trading 
at 15x earnings, O’Reilly announced it 
was boosting it by back facility by $1 
billion raising the total to $9 billion, which 
represented 50% of its market cap.

“Our most recent evidence of this is the 
dot-com bubble in 2000 and the financial 
crisis in 2008.  To avoid or diminish the 
drop, we buy out-of-the-money put 
options on market indices to protect our 
fund from market downturns greater than 
20-25% whenever there is a significantly 
high chance of this occurring by closely 
monitoring Conference Board indicators 
(Leading, Coincident and Lagging 
indicators) for US and Europe.

http://www.hiddenvaluestocks.com
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Global Quality Edge: Stock Idea One

ITURAN LOCATION

Your first stock pick is Israeli company 
Ituran Location (ITRN). How did you first 
discover this business? 

I discovered Ituran in a forum on American listings 
which I never miss; they are always a great place 
to learn about lesser known companies.  Ituran 
was one of them and despite going public in Tel 
Aviv in 1998, it wasn’t until 2005 that this Israeli-
based company began trading on the Nasdaq. 
Even though it has several years of history behind 
it, it is largely unknown to American investors. Less 
than five analysts cover the stock; they’re all local 
and the company itself never attends investor 
conferences.

What does the company do and what is its 
market size or potential for growth?

Ituran is a leading provider of location-based 
services, consisting primarily of stolen vehicle 
recovery (SVR-most important), fleet management 
services and tracking services. Ituran principally 
operates in Israel, Brazil and Argentina, has more 
than 1 million subscriptions.
The SVR business consists of locating, tracking and 
recovering stolen vehicles through a subscription 
fee service.  

Ituran installs the AVL tracking unit in the car and 
has a network of transmission and reception 
stations for monitoring and a 24-hour control and 
customer service centre on standby.  In the majority 
of countries in which it operates, the Ituran security 
staff is in direct communication and coordination 
with local police.  Most of the company’s customers 
are individuals, insurance companies and agents, 
OEMs (original equipment manufacturers) and 
industrial fleet management companies.  Another 
line of business within Ituran is their Wireless 
Communication which encompasses all the AVL 
technology products, making up 25% of total sales.

Demand for SVR products is strongly linked to crime 
and motor vehicle theft rates within a country.  Brazil 
ranks at the very top in both categories.  According 
to recent figures from Interpol, 557,000 vehicles 
were stolen in Brazil in 2017, of these case, 70% 
involved violence. The number of stolen vehicles 

secured by insurance companies is growing at a 
double-digit rate. Regardless of how you calculate it, 
this South American country is perhaps one of the 
worst places to own a car and the best for Ituran to 
do business.  If the income per capita continues to 
increase among middle classes, demand for vehicles 
will rise, theft rates will also grow and demand for 
Ituran’s services is almost guaranteed. We forecast 
a market share in Brazil of about 25% (precise 
figures are hard to come by) and believe it will 
continue growing in what we see as a fragmented 
market with tiny players and potential for future 
inorganic growth for Ituran.

What makes Ituran an "extraordinary" 
business in your view?

There are two reasons.  Firstly, a competitive 
advantage in the form of a ‘network effect’ and 
the second one being its size or scale.  In a rapidly 
growing market, like Brazil, its high market share 
allows it to have a higher degree of control on 
market trends.

A network effect exists when the value of a service 
is increased by the number of users who; in turn, 
attract more users, creating a virtuous cycle that 
displaces smaller networks giving way to more 
dominant ones.  Over time, the increase in the 
user-base makes the marginal cost of adding one 
subscriber decrease and contributes to the overall 
sustainability of the network business model.  In 
Ituran’s case, their recurring sales (>80%) from 
their SVR line of business is one of their most 
exciting features.  Their consistency in successfully 
increasing the number of subscribers year-on-year 
since going public 1998 is exemplary, leading them 
to surpass the one million subscriber milestone by 
the close of 2017.  Most of the users are located 
in Israel and Brazil and pay an average $200 
subscription fee.

One of the reasons why Ituran is unknown in the 
US market is because their total revenue figure 
is impacted by foreign exchange rates when 
converting sales from their local markets in Brazil 
and Israel to US Dollars.  During 2015 and 2012, the 
Israeli Sequel and the Brazilian Real depreciated 
considerably against the US Dollar, giving the 
appearance of a drop in sales of 3 and 6%, despite 
the double-digit growth in the user base.  
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Today, we’re experiencing a similar environment 
to that of 2012 and 2015, where emerging market 
currencies are depreciating against the dollar but 
underlying growth without the FX effect remains 
strong.

This seems to be a unique business. Are 
there any threats to the business model? Is 
this a monopoly business?

Businesses with recurring revenues are the types 
of investments we like to look out for at Global 
Quality Edge Fund.  They are more predictable 
when forecasting future performance and protect 
the company from changes in economic cycles.  

However, Ituran does not come without its risks: 
1. It has a high churn rate among users. 3% every 

month and 35% annually.  It is worth noting 
that this loss in users is offset every year by 
the consistent and positive net annual growth 
rate of subscriptions has delivered since going 
public in 1998. In other words, it always manages 
to add more subscribers than those that have 
unsubscribed by year end.

2. Ituran has a monopoly in Israel.  While it may be 
a concern in other markets, we don’t see this 
as a significant threat for the time being, given 
the close relationship between Ituran and the 
government on Defence collaboration. 

3. The FX effect, which we previously discussed, 
from their exposure to emerging market 
currencies.

What’s management’s background? How 
are they incentivized to grow the business?

Tadiran founded Ituran in 1994 and one year 
later, decided to sell the brand to a group of 
investors - led by Izzy Sheratzky - for $250,000. 
Since then, Ituran has grown organically and has 
made some small acquisitions along the way the 
most significant of which is Road Track (IRT), 
a telematics company operating in Brazil and 
Argentina that started off as a joint venture five 
years ago.
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Ituran is jointly led by Izzy Sheratzky and Eyal 
Sheratzky with a 20% ownership under Izzy’s 
Moked Ituran Lmt company.  For both of these 
senior executives, their base salary is less than 
30% of their total compensation package.  The 
company’s policy revises senior pay every three 
years, and its goals are set on expanding existing 
operations, conquering new markets leveraging 
in-house know-how and relying on customer 
relationships to sell services into fleet management 
and added value products.

This seems to be a highly profitable 
business with a strong balance sheet. 
How is management’s record on capital 
allocation? 

Ituran’s 10-year average ROIC is 30%, and today 
this metric stands at 35%.  This high rate of return 
has been achieved without compromising their 
balance sheet. The company has a healthy net 
cash position of $37 million.

Regarding their capital allocation since 1995, Ituran 
has paid more than $200 million in dividends 
(about a third of their market capitalization) with an 
average payout rate of 50%. It also repurchased 
15% of its outstanding shares in 2008. On average 
during the past decade, capex spend has been 8% 
of sales with 2% of sales devoted to growth capex.

You mentioned the recent deal to acquire 
Road Track Holding S.L. Can you give us 
some more insight into how this deal will 
help the firm grow?  

This deal is perhaps the most critical Ituran has 
completed until now, after a successful five-year 
joint venture.  In the last investor conference call, 
Eyal Sheratzky said: “it will enable us to penetrate 
further major car manufacturers who will provide 
Ituran with a significant scale in the telematics 
industry and allow us to provide a broader service 
offering into new countries”.

The deal struck will leave Ituran with a combined 
user base of 1.7 million, increasing its network 
effect and operating leverage.  The pro-forma P&L 
suggests a combined total sales figure of $366 
million, $98 million in EBITDA and $51 million in net 
profit.  These economies of scale will allow the 
company to consolidate in other regions in Latin 
America, like Mexico.

Moving on to valuation, what’s the current 
valuation and why do you believe this is 
attractive?

Ituran trades below 15x its earnings (adjusted for 
cash) or 11.2x EBIT for the last twelve-months.  
For the type of business and the financial profile 
Ituran has, it should be trading above 20x 
when compared against its peers (CalAmp, Mix 
Telematics, etc.) and current market valuations.

A multiple of less than 15 times earnings for 
a business with a ROCE of 35% seems low. 
What do you think the market is missing?

I believe that Ituran’s low valuation is a reflection 
of its  small following among investors and FX 
fluctuations, which seem to be hiding underlying 
revenue growth.

What’s your long-term price for the stocks 
and your bull and bear case for the stock?

To calculate Ituran’s target price, we need to 
incorporate Road Track’s consolidated P&L. 

Eyal Sheratzky (CEO) indicated in the Road 
Track conference call last 25th July, a $96 million 
contribution to sales, a slight improvement in 
operating margin because Road Track has a 
higher margin (without revealing a figure), and an 
acquisition cost of $92 million through $76 million 
in debt and 12 million shares. They also agreed on 
a $4 million bonus over the course of three years 
and dependant on the company’s performance.

To calculate the target price, we work on the basis 
of three scenarios; each with their own probability:

“Ituran trades below 15x its earnings 
(adjusted for cash) or 11.2x EBIT for the last 
twelve-months.  For the type of business 
and the financial profile Ituran has, it should 
be trading above 20x when compared 
against its peers (CalAmp, Mix Telematics, 
etc.) and current market valuations.
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Base Scenario/80% probability: Double-digit 
subscriber growth continues, adding 100,000 
users annually and paying an average subscription 
fee above $200.  This translates into an 8% 
increase in sales.  Even though this rate is below 
their long-term compound annual growth rate 
and their current reported figure, we still believe 
it’s justified so long as the underlying business 
continues to grow at double-digits.  The average 
operating margin in the long term (EBIT margin) 
would hover around 22.5%, but with Road Track’s 
recent acquisition we see a potential for an 
increase to 24% as CEO said in the last conference 
call because Road Track itself has a higher margin, 
and there is potential for economies of scale.  

Moving on, we assume an implied tax rate of 30%, 
and for working capital, we didn’t account for any 
improvement.  Despite this assumption, it is likely 
their purchasing power will rise due to their new 
bigger scale and should translate to lower cash 
cycles. Accrued Expense and unearned revenue 
would remain at 10% and 6% over total assets, in 
line with the observed rate of the last few years 
and capex over sales would level at 8% based 
on company guidance and a 2% growth capex. 
Lastly, Road Track’s acquisition and its part funding 
through issued shares was also factored into this 
exercise. Given all the above, we arrive at a target 
price of $45 for 2018 and $51 and $56 by 2019 and 
2020.  The internal rate of return for the next 2-3 
year horizon would be above 30% with the three-
year upside higher than 70%.

Comparable companies such as CalAmp or Mix 
Telematics currently trade at higher multiples 
vs. Ituran and offer lower profitability and lesser 
quality business models.  For this reason, we find 
it reasonable to assume a 19-20x earnings multiple 
and 14-15x EBIT.

Bullish scenario/10% probability: Total turnover 
growth hits 10% per annum boosted by a tailwind 
of rising FX rates in emerging economies.

Bearish Scenario/10% probability: An extended 
currency depreciation of emerging market 
currencies against the dollar and a drop in the 
user-base due to increased competition or 
enhanced technology. Falling user numbers would 
drag down margins and profitability with the 
additional investment efforts.  Sales would fall in 
2018 by 5%, the number of users would remain the 
same or show a slight drop against current levels, 
and their operating margin would contract below 
20% (lower than 2008 Credit Crunch figures).  
These assumptions would leave us with a target 
price of $34 or, in other words, today’s current 
trading levels.  Under this scenario, this would still 
allow us to fulfil our initial premise to investors to 
preserve their capital.

 

“Given all the above, we arrive at a 
target price of $45 for 2018 and $51 and 
$56 by 2019 and 2020.  The internal rate 
of return for the next 2-3 year horizon 
would be above 30% with the three-year 
upside higher than 70%.  
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Global Quality Edge: Stock Idea Two

STRACO CORPORATION

Your second pick is Straco Corporation 
(S85). Let’s start with the basics. What 
does this business do? 

Straco Corporation (S85) is a leading leisure listed 
company that develops and manages tourism-
related assets mainly in Singapore and China.  Their 
businesses include: the Singapore Flyer (SF), the 
Shanghai Ocean Aquarium (SOA), Underwater 
World Xiamen (UWX), The Lixing Cable Service 
(LLC) in China among many others.  

Straco was founded in 2002, listed on the 
Singapore stock exchange in February 2004 and 
now has a market cap. of SGD 632 million ($465 
million).

Can you give a bit more detail on where 
the company makes its money and the 
potential for growth?

Their tourism and leisure business is straightforward 
and easy-to-understand.  On one side, almost all its 
revenue comes from ticket sales, while their costs 
are mainly to upkeep and maintain their attractions 
and pay their employees’ salaries.  The increase in 
tourist visits drives Straco’s organic growth while 
new tourist attractions they have acquired provides 
bolt-on growth.  In August 2014, for example, a deal 
was struck to buy the well-known Singapore Flyer 
for $140 million.  By June 2018, Straco had a total 
net cash position of SGD 140 million to fund new 
acquisitions (if it wants to).

What first attracted you to the business? 
What makes this an “extraordinary” 
business in your view?

Straco’s competitive advantage lies in its unique 
regulated tourist attractions and site locations.  The 
company faces very few to almost no competitors 
by operating tourist attractions that are hard to 
replicate and require hefty initial investments to 
build - the Singapore Flyer alone was $250 million.  
Strict licenses from government and local governing 
bodies can also act as barriers to entry.  Their 
prime locations in popular and central areas for 

any visiting tourist in China and Singapore naturally 
guarantees high park attendance.  In June 2016, 
Disneyland Shanghai opened their doors to the 
public in the same city as Straco’s Ocean Aquarium, 
but instead of seeing it as a threat, I believe it only 
increases the number of tourists who are drawn to 
the area.

Management plays an important part 
in your strategy. What’s management’s 
background and do they have a record of 
creating value?

Mr. Wu Hsioh Kwang is the CEO of Straco since 
March 2003.  He is a seasoned businessman having 
first invested in tourism infrastructure assets in 
the 1980s in China.  In the years that followed, Mr. 
Wu partnered with State-run-company China Poly 
Group and constructed what would be one of his 
most important achievements: the Shanghai Ocean 
Aquarium (SOA). 

In 2004, Straco began trading at Singapore stock 
exchange, and 10 years later, Straco acquired 
the iconic, but loss-making Singapore Flyer in a 
deal worth $140 million.  After only a year in its 
possession, Straco was able to turn the business 
round to generate a profit.

Mr. Wu himself defines his acquisition strategy in 
these words, "We believe there is a risk in every 
industry. The key is how you manage that risk. 
When investing in a tourism project, the success or 
failure is determined at the point when you build 
the asset. We often think like a craftsman, patiently 
gathering the best ideas and resources before we 
slowly shape the concept until it is close to the 
ideal we have in our minds."

“In 2004, Straco began trading at 
Singapore stock exchange, and 10 years 
later, Straco acquired the iconic, but loss-
making Singapore Flyer in a deal worth 
$140 million.  After only a year in its 
possession, Straco was able to turn the 
business round to generate a profit.
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Does the management own a high 
percentage of the business? What is 
management’s incentive structure?

Mr. Wu and his wife both hold more than 50% of 
Straco’s outstanding shares; a stake which has 
remained mostly stable over the last few years. 

The CEO’s salary is, in my view, set at a reasonable 
level with an annual base of EUR 570,000 and a 
total compensation package of just under EUR 1 
million (less than 0.25% of the company’s market 
cap.).  Despite noticing that both of his sons work 
at the company, it is important to note that their 
base pay is reported to be below EUR 100,000, 
which seems reasonable. Employees have 
access to share option schemes as part of their 
benefits programme capped at 15% of total shares 
outstanding.  This benefit naturally incentivizes 

employees and aligns their interests with those 
of shareholders.  In its recent history, Straco has 
rolled out two share option schemes: the first in 
2004, the second in 2014 - when the first one 
expired.  At December 2017 close, 2.8 million 
shares had been exercised and 20.1 million remain.

How does the management plan to grow 
the business?

The main performance driver is organic growth and 
the critical variable to look out for is the flow of 
tourists in China and Singapore.  Domestic tourism 
has expanded at a rate above 8% per annum over 
the last 10 years and it’s expected to continue 
doing so at a higher rate, according to the China 
National Tourism Administration (CNTA).
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China’s change in economic model can partly 
explain this trend after it shifted from an exporting-
driven country to a dynamic consumer economy.  
In terms of GDP, tourism in 2017 accounted for 
more than 2.5%, and the World Travel & Tourism 
Council hopes this figure will rise to 3.5% by 2027.  

When it comes to the type of tourism behind this 
boom, it is estimated that only 20% of commerce 
comes from business travel while 80% stems from 
recreational tourists; most of which (80%) already 
live in China.  Overseas tourists to this populous 
East Asian country totalled 137 million people and 
the number of park attendees to Straco tourist 
attractions (including the Singapore Flyer) was 
5.9 million.  In terms of growth, visits grew by 
more than 10% per annum in the last 10 years with 
only one year in the last 12 seeing a year-on-year 
decline in visitor numbers (2016 down -1.76%)

During the first semester of 2018, the CNTA stated 
that domestic tourism grew at a superior 15% rate 
and the number of trips by 13%.  These figures 
only reinforce the Chinese domestic tourism trends 
seen in the last few years that benefit Straco 
business.

Today, Straco finds itself in a good position to 
continue its acquisitions and meet its long term 
strategic goals. Its net cash position as of June 
2018 is SGD 136.5 million (gross debt SGD 44 
million) having already completed an annual 
average of 15 million in debt repayments. 

If we look back at the company’s finances in 2014, 
when Straco acquired the Singapore Flyer, its 
debt profile was similar to the one it has today, 
and the company traded within the same range 
as we see now.  It took on SGD 94 million in debt 
(1.6x EBITDA), and I believe it could do so again to 
acquire a new tourist-related asset.

And my final question on management: 
What is its record of capital allocation?

Capital allocation can be explained in three points. 
Firstly, the group pays out 30% to 40% of earnings 
in dividends, increasing year-on-year; (except for 
2015, after the Singapore Flyer acquisition) at a 10-
year compound annual growth rate above 20%.  

Second, debt repayments close to SGD 15 million 
on average every year 

Third, share repurchase programmes to initially off-
set or minimize the effect of their employee share 
option schemes and to also take advantage of 
share price drops when the company is perceived 
as undervalued.

Moving onto valuation, what’s the current 
valuation?  Why do you believe this is 
attractive?

The share price trades at 11.8x last twelve-month 
price to earnings. Its recent poor performance and 
can be explained in four points: 

1. A technical fault on the Singapore Flyer that 
led to its closure for two months 

2. The Government restriction on the number of 
visitors to Gulangyu island

3. The new Shanghai Aquarium opening 
4. The Court ruling against Straco’s insurance 

claim on Flyer’s closure.

Although 2018 will not go down as the best year 
for Straco’s performance, it offers us a good entry 
point to invest, leaving us with a wide enough 
margin of safety and knowing their structural 
competitive advantage is still sustainable in the 
long term.  On a more positive note for Straco we 
have: 

1. Adequate cash and cash equivalents for any 
further acquisitions they may wish to make.

2. The possibilities of a merger or delisting 
motivated by their main shareholders.

3. A better performance in the second half of the 
year now that the Singapore Flyer is up and 
running at full capacity.

4. The share repurchase programme announced 
earlier on in the year, involving up to 10% of its 
market cap; a move that would undoubtedly 
set a price floor.

“Today, Straco finds itself in a good 
position to continue its acquisitions and 
meet its long term strategic goals. Its net 
cash position as of June 2018 is SGD 136.5 
million (gross debt SGD 44 million) having 
already completed an annual average of 
15 million in debt repayments.  
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What’s your long-term price target for the 
stock?

To calculate our intrinsic value, we look at three 
possible scenarios with different probability 
outcomes:

1) Base Scenario/70% probability:  Drop in park 
attendance rates in 2018 due to the temporary 
Flyer closure with a slow estimated recovery 
during 2019 and 2020 affecting sales and leaving 
them down by 10% in 2018 only to slightly recover 
in 2019 (+2.5%) and 2020 (5%).  I expect the 
operating margin for 2018 to be around 49% (due 
to the Flyer closure) and will then rise to 50% as a 
conservative number (800-200bps lower than the 
last five-year average).  I set the implied tax rate at 
28%, capex at 2.5% of sales and share repurchases 
of  7.5% of the total market cap including the new 
share issue under the employee share option 
scheme.  These estimates would lead us to an 
SGD 0.99 target for 2018, 1.06 for 2019 and 1.14 by 
2020, applying a 15x earnings multiple.  In other 
words, a potential three-year upside above 50% or 
a three-year IRR higher than 15%.

2) Bullish Scenario/20% probability: Strong 
recovery in park attendance in the second half 
of 2018 with 5% growth in 2019 and 10% in 2020; 
in line with Straco’s historical growth rates.  
Operating margin closing at 50% for 2018 and 
increasing to 52% and 53% in the next two years, 
assuming an increase in tourists and a rise in 
prices.  With these assumptions, our target would 

be SGD1.08 for 2018 and 1.23 and 1.39 for 2019 and 
2020, applying the same 15x earnings multiple.

3) Bearish Scenario/10% probability: Park 
attendance continues to drop for the remainder 
of the year, leading to a downturn in sales equal 
or greater than 1H18’s with an estimate for 2018 of 
20% down and a further 2.5% decrease in 2019 and 
a flat recovery from there on.  Operating margins 
would fall to 2012 levels, and there would be half 
a percentage increase in capex due to a rise in 
marketing spend.  With the previous estimates, our 
target would be SGD 0.88 in 2018 using the same 
15x earnings multiple. In other words, the stock 
price is unlikely to drop beyond this level in the 
mid-term.

If Chinese domestic tourism continues to grow 
at double digits, it’s hard to see negative growth 
rates in Straco’s sales. This is why we first believe 
we will preserve our capital with this investment 
and secondly, face a likely 50% upside.

Are there any key risks that could derail 
this thesis?

I think the most significant risk for Straco could 
be the newly built Shanghai aquarium, although 
we’ll have to wait and see until we have more 
information on it.
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Papyrus Capital: Maui Land & Pineapple (MLP) 
Investment Thesis 

MLP owns 900 acres in Kapalua comparable to the 
land above (and in some cases better) that’s fully 
entitled and includes water, two very high barriers 
to development in Hawaii and the company has 
a market cap of only $200m and no net debt, 
along with a slight cash flow generating operating 
business!

They also own another 10,800 comparable acres 
of agriculturally zoned land and 9,000 acres in 
comparable conservation land in West Maui. In 
addition, they own 2,100 acres of lower quality 
agricultural land in Upcountry Maui (to which we 
attribute no value).

We see conservative upside to $41 or 250% based 
on NPV values on future developments and a 
multiple on the core business.

Brief Company History

MLP began as a pineapple plantation over 100 
years ago, diversifying into sugarcane shortly 
thereafter. The pineapple fields were outfitted with 
infrastructure to irrigate which is a huge advantage 
today since water entitlements/infrastructure is so 
important in Hawaii for development permitting. 
The previous management team levered up the 
business (with onerous covenant restrictions on 
development) and continued to run the loss-
generating pineapple operations through 2009. 
While the losses were obfuscated by profits from 
selling land before the recession, when property 
prices fell, the board shut down the pineapple 
operations, sold non-core assets (including the 
Kapalua golf courses) and worked to delever 
the balance sheet over the following eight years, 
finally reducing net debt to zero by late 2017. 

Post delevering, the company is now entering its 
next phase, development/sales of their incredibly 
valuable land bank. Steve Case owns the majority 
of the company after buying the stake owned by 
the Weinberg Trust in 1999; he joined the board in 
2008.

Strength in the overall Hawaii/Maui Real 
Estate Market

We initially researched another publicly traded 
Hawaii tourism exposed business and noted the 
strength in tourist traffic and occupancy rates at 
hotels, especially luxury hotels in Maui and Hawaii, 
overall. Conversations with experts on the ground 
also confirmed that hotel occupancy rates are very 
high and according to them, there’s ‘almost no 
place left to build’. Those comments got us looking 
at MLP since we believe they own some of the most 
valuable real estate in the world, adjacent to the 
Kapalua Plantation course. We believe there’s very 
little fully permitted available land like this in the 
world.

Nitin Sacheti - Portfolio Manager - Papyrus Capital

I’ll preface this by saying I’ve never really invested in land banks (except a small CTO position for a 
short time) after seeing the JOE back and forth between Einhorn and Berkowitz earlier in my career – 
to me, they are usually uninvestable value traps never monetized.

However, Maui Land & Pineapple (MLP) is an exception given the incredible location of their land in 
Kapalua, development/sale/monetization plan, quality of management/insider ownership and massive 
discount vs. the stock price, offering 250% upside to $41/share.

“Conversations with experts on the ground 
also confirmed that hotel occupancy rates 
are very high and according to them, there’s 
‘almost no place left to build’. Those comments 
got us looking at MLP since we believe they 
own some of the most valuable real estate in 
the world, adjacent to the Kapalua Plantation 
course. We believe there’s very little fully 
permitted available land like this in the world.
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MLP Operating Businesses:

1. Leasing 
MLP owns commercial property that it leases out 
and reports by location, Kapalua Resort, Other 
West Maui and Upcountry Maui. They disclose 
square footage and occupancy rates by location 
which gives us the ability to back into overall price 
per GLA (square feet). The Kapalua Resort segment 
is pretty self explanatory as they receive revenue 
from their ownership in the resort and its facilities 
while Other West Maui is more commercial and 
Upcountry Maui is more industrial/farm. However, 
they have undertaken a plan to convert some of the 
Upcountry Maui land from industrial to commercial 
in order to realize a higher rent per square foot. 
They are also increasing resort amenities to include 
ziplines...etc while reducing their own usage of 
square footage that they can rent out. The leasing 
segment is very stable given the aforementioned 
tourism strength and their colocation with the 
Kapalua Plantation course which I’d argue is one 
of the best golf courses in the world. We estimate 
that the new leasing revenue streams and property 
renovations should result in about 250k in gross 
leasable square footage, $36 price/square foot and 
95% occupancy rates, resulting in about $8.5m in 
leasing revenue by 2019 with costs relatively fixed.

2. Utilities 
The utilities segment consists of two regulated 
utilities, the Kapalua Water Company and Kapalua 
Waste Treatment company. MLP provides water to 
the Kapalua Resort, golf courses and other nearby 
properties. Given that this is a regulated utility, 
revenue/costs are extremely predictable and vary 

mainly based on the amount of rainfall which has 
remained relatively constant. Owning these water 
utilities provides MLP with significant flexibility 
over new development properties, as previously 
mentioned. We assume constant revenue/costs in 
the utilities segment.

3. Resort Amenities 
MLP owns and operates parts of the private 
Kapalua Club which provides members access to 
resort amenities, including the spa, pool, and beach 
club. While membership has declined in recent 
years, the new Kapalua Mahana development 
should drive increased membership. That said, we 
assume flat revenue and costs in this segment.

Earnings Power: The operating segments above 
result in about $12.8m in total revenue and $4.3m in 
FCF or $0.23/share – we apply a 14x multiple given 
the very stable/predictable nature of the business 
and pricing power in Leasing, resulting in $3.21/
share in value from the core operations.

“Earnings Power: The operating 
segments above result in about $12.8m in 
total revenue and $4.3m in FCF or $0.23/
share – we apply a 14x multiple given 
the very stable/predictable nature of the 
business and pricing power in Leasing, 
resulting in $3.21/share in value from the 
core operations.
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Land Bank – the Interesting Piece!

1. Kapalua Central Resort 
Kapalua Central Resort is the first development 
project that MLP will undertake. The Kapalua 
Central Resort’s plan consists of 46 total acres 
with 61,000 square feet in commercial GLA and 
188 condo units in Kapalua. This is prime land and 
comparable to the recent Kapalua Mahana project 
(where MLP sold the land to a developer) and 
in which lots are selling for $2m and homes for 
$10m. Given that Kapalua Central Resort is ‘shovel 
ready’ and will be the company’s first project, we 
estimate that it will be finished in 2-3 years

Given the aforementioned commercial property 
sales at a premium to MLP’s entire market cap, we 
believe our value of the commercial properties is 
extremely conservative. We estimate condo unit 
prices based on comparable condos in the area 
and assume 25% of unit value in land value (condos 
are higher margin than homes where we typically 
use 20%).

How will the property be developed? MLP is 
unlikely to develop the land themselves so they 
will either sell the land and likely receive the 
values shown above or JV with a developer and 
receive half the NOI (why we discount NOI of the 
commercial property above by 50%) and receive 
25% of condo unit value at the end of the day. 
We are not NPVing this development since we 
believe they will realize value within 2-3 years, as 
mentioned above.

2. Land Parcel Adjacent Ritz Kapalua 
MLP owns 50 acres adjacent to the Ritz Carlton 
Kapalua ($1,500+/night). We believe the Ritz wants 
to own and develop this property also resulting in 
likely monetization very soon. As discussed above, 
commercial properties in the area at half the size 
have sold for multiples of MLP’s market cap. We 
assume $2.5m/acre in land value.

3. Kapalua Mauka 
Kapalua Mauka is MLP’s longer-term shovel ready 
development project in the area with an estimated 
timeframe of value realization of 2025-2035. 
It consists of 800 fully zones acres in Kapalua 
(impossible to recreate this) with a plan for 27 
holes of golf and 639 residences (mix of homes 
and condos). This development is likely worth 
many multiples of the current market cap but in 
an effort to be conservative, we NPV this based 
on the development assumptions below. Note 
that this assumes a small increase in condo/home 
prices over the next 20 years though we believe 
this is some of the highest quality real estate in the 
world.

4. Hali’imaile Town 
Different from the Kapalua developments above, 
MLP plans to develop a small, medium density 
town that they call a holistic traditional community 
with agriculture and sustainable development at 
the core. Reading through the development plans 
and speaking to management, I view this as a 
somewhat higher end town for locals, the Hawaiian 
equivalent of the South Park SoDoSoPa! i.e. a 
gentrified town for Hawaiian residents with trendy 
but affordable restaurants and homes. The plan 
involves 100 homes and 500k in GLA square feet. 
Given the lower prices, we value the development 
at 15% of $500k per home and $30/square feet in 
GLA with a 2025 timing NPV.

Share Information September 17,2018

Market Cap.
$248m

P/E (forward)
22.7

EV/EBITDA
19.4

Dividend Yield
N/A

P/B
10.6

ROIC
38%

Debt to Equity
N/A

Average Daily Volume
22,256

“MLP owns 50 acres adjacent to the Ritz 
Carlton Kapalua ($1,500+/night). We believe 
the Ritz wants to own and develop this property 
also resulting in likely monetization very soon. 
As discussed above, commercial properties in 
the area at half the size have sold for multiples 
of MLP’s market cap. We assume $2.5m/acre 
in land value. 
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Conclusion

We believe the hidden value in MLP is incredible with land values in Kapalua only increasing in value over 
time given the beauty, brand value and limited supply. We also believe that unlike most land banks, we see 
a real path to value monetization over time hence 250% upside to $41/share.

Agricultural Acres 10,800

Value per Acre $20,000

Value $216,000,000

Conservation Acres 9,000

Value per Acre $1,000

Value $9,000,000

Total ‘Other’ Land Value $225,000,000

Value per Share $11.84

MLP SOTP

Total Kapalua Central Resort Value $143,120,000

Land Parcel Adjacent Ritz $125,000,000

Mauka NPV Value per Share $423,767,363

Hali’imaile Value NPV $50,198,285

Total ‘Other’ Land Value $225,000,000

Total Land Value $967,085,649

Tax Adjusted Value (25%) $725,314,237

Land Value per Share Taxed $38.17

Core Business Value $3.21

Total MLP NAV Value $41.39

Upside 248%

5. Other Land Value 
MLP also owns an additional 10,800 acres in 
agricultural land and 9,000 in conservation land. 
The recent Honua’ula Piilani Highway Project 
converted 670 conservation acres into residential 
and commercial property at a property value of 
$204m. That said, after reading through the City/
State council meeting approvals, there’s a large 
lobby against converting additional conservation 
land into zoned property so we attribute very 

little value to the 9,000 conservation acres. We 
also attribute only $20,000/acre to the 10,800 
agricultural acres (old Pineapple/Sugarcane fields) 
though we believe there’s a real possibility that this 
land is zoned over time. That said, for the same 
reason we dislike so many land bank investments, 
we ascribe a small amount of overall value here. 
However, even if 10% of the acreage is converted 
over time, we believe we are being extremely 
conservative with our valuation.
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INTERVIEW TWO:

Keith Smith 
Bonhoeffer Capital

Keith Smith is a CFA charterholder and received his MBA from UCLA. He 
has held positions with Empire Valuation Consultants, PwC, Management 
Consulting & Research, and served as a captain in the U.S. Air Force.
Keith most recently served as a managing director of a valuation rm, and his 
expertise includes technology firm valuation, corporate transactions, distressed 
loans, derivatives, and intangible assets. Warren Buffett and Benjamin 
Graham’s value-oriented approach of pursuing the “fty-cents on the dollar 
opportunities” underpins Keith’s investment strategy. The combination of his 
experience and track record led Keith to commit most of his investable net 
worth to the Bonhoeffer Fund model.

Keith Smith

Can you tell our readers a bit 
about your background and the 
Bonhoeffer Fund?

I grew up in Rochester, New York. I 
attended college at Union College 
and earned an electrical engineering 
degree. While at Union, I took as 
many finance courses as I could and 
read all of the classic valuation books 
while I was working as a summer 
intern at Cornell University. I began 
my work career as an Air Force 
officer developing satellites in Los 
Angeles, California. I left the Air Force 
six years later as the Cold War had 
been won and the Air Force was 
going through a reduction in force. 
Then I worked for a cost consulting 
firm while earning my MBA from 
UCLA. After graduating, I worked for 
Price Waterhouse in the Valuation 
Group in the Los Angeles office. 
This was an interesting time, as the 
dot coms were going public and we 
provided valuation services to many 
of these firms before they went IPO. 
In 2000, my family moved from Los 
Angeles to Rochester, New York, as I 
accepted a job with an independent 
valuation firm, Empire Valuation 
Consultants. At these valuation 

firms, I specialized in technology 
firm and asset valuation along 
with more broad based valuation 
of private businesses. I became a 
partner at Empire in 2008 and have 
recently left Empire to start my own 
fund with my joint venture partner, 
Willow Oak Asset Management. 
Over the past 15 years, I invested 
my retirement savings in various 
stocks and generated a decent track 
record. While investing my personal 
account, I focused on specific market 
segments (media/telecom, consumer 
products, financials and service 
firms) and specific types of securities 
(compound mispricings and public 
LBOs) in specific regions of the world 
(Anglo/Dutch influenced countries). 
My learning was accelerated by 
sharing ideas and receiving feedback 
from other investors at events around 
value investor annual meetings like 
Fairfax, Daily Journal and Berkshire 
and from website communities like 
the Corner of Berkshire and Fairfax. 

The Bonhoeffer Fund was an 
outgrowth of my personal investing 
experience and includes investing 
in countries not easily available to 
US retail investors like South Korea, 
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the Philippines and South Africa. We pursue 
opportunities in my circle of competence—like 
telecom/media and distribution businesses—
in areas of the world that have rules that are 
understandable to a US-based investor. We 
have not invested in Russia or Turkey despite 
inexpensive valuations due to the rules being 
different than those in the US market. Our 
investable universe includes countries with a 
history of Anglo/Dutch rules and disclosures 
(like the UK, South Africa or the Philippines) or 
countries where they are heading in that direction 
(South Korea). All of our investments have one 
or more characteristics of compound mispricings, 
mischaracterized firms, public LBOs or hidden 
options. We also look for growth in the business 
over time and an inexpensive price. The price 
is calculated including the possible compound 
mispricing due to the securities’ characteristics 
independent of the business valuation.

You say there are three strategies 
(compound mispricings, mischaracterized 
firms and public LBOs) you employ to 
generate "higher expected returns in 
unusual places." Could you tell us some 
more about these strategies?

Sure. Compound mispricings are situations where 
there are mispricings in both the underlying firm 
and a security in the firm’s capital structure or a 
derivative security. These compound mispricings 
can be seen in nested discounts in derivative 
securities associated with either the firm directly 
or one of the firm’s securities. The key parameter 
with all of these discounts is to determine what a 
normal discount should be. There are some studies 
performed from around the world to provide some 
guidance here, as well as calculating economic 
discounts for expenses or rights associated 
with these securities Examples of places where 
compound mispricing can occur include non-voting 
preferred stocks in countries like South Korea, 
Germany and Italy, holding companies common in 
the Far East and Europe and derivatives such as 
warrants or LEAPs. 

Mischaracterized firms are situations where a firm 
is transitioning from one industry to another or has 
one segment of the firm that is in higher-return 
industry than the other. Examples include some 
firms like car dealerships or tire companies that 
have some economics tied to overall OEM auto 
sales but have larger portions of their economic 
returns tied to more consistent returns from 
segments like service, finance and insurance for 
auto dealers and after-market sales for tires. 
These types of situations can also include good 
company/bad company situations where, with the 
right management team, the firms create two more 
valuable pieces ether via spin-off or sale. 

Public LBOs are situation were leverage is used in 
a responsible fashion in publicly traded firms. This 
use is typically associated with recurring revenue 
which can provide safe collateral to borrow against. 
Dan Rasmussen has done a study on this and 
has found successful LBOs have been purchased 
historically at multiples of 6 to 8x EBITDA and have 
a 3 to 4x EBITDA of debt put on them. Many of the 
leaders profiled in the book The Outsiders (John 
Malone, Tom Murphy and Dick Smith) also used 
this model to enhance returns. With these valuation 
parameters and a growing business, rates of return 
in the low 20%s are easily obtainable. Examples 
of these situations can be seen in consolidating 
industries like local broadcast TV, radio and car 
dealerships. As a bonus for these consolidating 
industries, real cost synergies can be realized, 
providing more collateral for the loans. 

The securities that Bonhoeffer holds have one 
or more the characteristics described above. We 
also like situations where there are a number 
of free options. When these can be found with 
entrepreneurial leaders who can exercise these 
options, you can have a very favorable risk/reward 
situation. An example here is telecom firms who 
have spectrum assets.
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It would be great if you could provide an 
example of a ‘Public LBO’ style investment 
you’ve reviewed in the past, or currently 
own. 

A public LBO we own is Teekay Offshore (Teekay). 
It is also a mischaracterized firm as the firm is 
being valued as though it is a Floating Production 
Storage and Offloading (FPSO) tanker leasing 
company versus a shuttle tanker/FPSO company. 
FPSO tanker leasing firms are being priced by the 
market today at 6x EBITDA, while shuttle tanker 
firms are being valued at 10x EBITDA. Currently, the 
EBITDA ratio is 40% shuttle, 60% FPSO/Floating 
Storage and Offloading (FSO). As a result of the 
Brookfield transaction, all new investment will be 
into the shuttle tanker segment versus the FPSO/
FSO segment. This will increase the value of 
Teekay as the new dollars invested from the lower-
returning FPSO/FSO segment will be reinvested 
into the high-returning shuttle tanker segment. 
For 2017, the shuttle tanker EBITDA/assets were 
13.9%, while it was 11.1% for FPSO and 7.5% for FSO. 
The shuttle tanker segment also has more stable 
cash flows than the FPSO/FSO segment, has less 
competition (one major competitor in the shuttle 
tankers versus three independent providers along 
with the oil companies themselves for FPSO/FSO 
tankers) and is not as integrated with the offshore 
well equipment, as FPSO/FSOs are typically owned 
by the oil company. 

Teekay was re-capitalized by Brookfield in 2017 via 
an LP/GP unit sale (in which Brookfield purchased 
60% of the LP units) and a debt offering reducing 
debt from 7x EBITDA to a more manageable level 
of 4.5x EBITDA. Recently, Brookfield has taken 
control of the GP. Teekay has an aspect of good 
business/not so good business between its shuttle 
tanker and FPSO/FSO business. The 2018 data 
on cash flows is a little messy because there are 

temporary reductions in day rates for some of the 
FPSOs and there are assets that are not being 
used. Teekay currently sells for 6x EBITDA based 
upon EBITDA generated from less-than-fully-
utilized ships and temporarily discounted lease 
rates. Other FPSO/FSO leasers sell at multiples of 
6x EBITDA while shuttle tankers sell at 10x EBITDA. 
At the current cash flow mix, the blended ratio 
is about 8x EBITDA. Given Teekay’s leverage, if 
Teekay was valued at 8x EBITDA, the share price 
would increase by about 140%. Moving forward, 
Teekay should become more of a shuttle tanker 
company with its multiple increasing to the shuttle 
tanker multiple from the FPSO/FSO tanker leasing 
multiple.

Your current portfolio has some of the 
most attractive value metrics around and is 
currently majority invested in South Africa 
and South Korea. What do you like about 
these regions in particular?  

Specifically, for South Korea you have the country’s 
governance improving rapidly. They have put 
executives in jail for corruption and firms have 
begun to take actions like share buybacks and 
increased dividends with excess cash. In addition, 
disclosure is very good in South Korea (on par with 
the US). These actions illustrate South Korea is 
increasingly embracing Anglo/Dutch rules-based 
capitalism (along with acceptance of the US-based 
culture of independence) versus the traditional 
relationship-based capitalism. This is in contrast to 
Japan and China where relationship-based is more 
important and other factors beyond shareholder 
value take precedence, like employment in Japan 
and government control in China.

South Africa is very interesting in that it has had 
a long history of capitalism reaching back to 
the 1600s with the arrival of the Dutch. You can 
see that today in the disclosure of many of the 
firms and shareholder-friendly actions like share 
buybacks and returns-driven divestitures. The 
issue with South Africa is the demands of the 
government dominated by the African National 
Congress (ANC). Recently, the head of the ANC 
and the President of South Africa has approved 
a change to the South African constitution which 
would remove the provision of restitution for 
the seizure of land. Although this is not good, it 
is not as bad is it appears given the context of 
multi-party and multi-state democratic rule versus 
autocratic rule in some other emerging-markets 
countries.

“Dan Rasmussen has done a study on this 
and has found successful LBOs have been 
purchased historically at multiples of 6 to 8x 
EBITDA and have a 3 to 4x EBITDA of debt 
put on them. Many of the leaders profiled in 
the book The Outsiders (John Malone, Tom 
Murphy and Dick Smith) also used this model 
to enhance returns. With these valuation 
parameters and a growing business, rates of 
return in the low 20%s are easily obtainable. 
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Could you give us an example of an idea 
you like in South Africa?

An example of an idea with many free options in 
South Africa is UEPS. UEPS provides transaction 
processing services to users in South Africa, 
Hong Kong, South Korea, India and Europe. It 
historically provided distribution of South African 
welfare benefits via a smart-card and biometric 
identification system it has developed. The 
contract with the South African government was 
completed in August 2018. The company will use its 
network technology it has developed for welfare 
benefit distribution to provide banking services 
to the underbanked in South Africa. Management 
expects the lost cash flow from the welfare benefit 
contract to be recovered by 2020 via its quickly 
growing banking and financial services network. 

The firm also owns the third largest payment 
network in South Korea. Recently, regulation in 
South Korea has reduced the prices charged for 
network services for lower-priced items purchased. 
This will be a one-time hit to cash flows and 
revenue will increase as volume network increases 
from a lower base. 

UEPS has recently made option-like investments 
in South Africa’s third-largest cell phone company 
(C-cell), an Indian digital wallet provider, a Hong 

Kong-based payment service provider, a European 
transaction processor and a cryptocurrency bank. 
These option-like investments generate very little 
cash flow today but have the ability to generate 
large amounts of cash flow if events associated 
with investments play out. 

UEPS currently sells at less than 1x EBITDA and 
earnings excluding cash and investing and 3.3x 
EBITDA and 7x earnings including cash and 
investments. The EBITDA and earnings numbers 
are based upon next year’s projected lower values 
associated with the loss of the welfare benefits 
contract. The average transaction processing firm 
sells at the mid-teens to low-twenties EBITDA 
multiple. So you are getting a cheap cash flowing 
business with a number of free options.

“UEPS currently sells at less than 1x 
EBITDA and earnings excluding cash and 
investing and 3.3x EBITDA and 7x earnings 
including cash and investments. The 
EBITDA and earnings numbers are based 
upon next year’s projected lower values 
associated with the loss of the welfare 
benefits contract. 
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Bonhoeffer: Stock Idea One

KT CORPORATION 

Your first pick is South Korean company KT 
Corp (030200). Can you start by giving us 
some background on this business? 

KT Corp is Korea’s largest incumbent fixed-line 
telecommunications company. It is the second 
largest mobile telecommunications firm in Korea. 
KT Corp also owns excess real estate it is in the 
process of developing. KT Corp also owns a 
majority of the wireless infrastructure in Korea 
(90% of the transmitter locations and over 80% 
of the cable infrastructure) that will be shared for 
deployment of 5G equipment. KT Corp will receive 
compensation for the sharing of their infrastructure 
with other wireless carriers. KT also owns 50% of KT 
Skylife, Korea’s only satellite TV provider, BC Card, 
the largest payment card network in Korea with 
over 40 million cards and 2.6 million merchants, and 
various other firms in the entertainment content, call 
center, manpower supply, advertising and security 
monitoring business.

What first attracted you to the 
opportunity?

I liked the fact that when management had changed 
a few years ago, the operational performance of the 
firm improved; KT generated large amounts of free 
cash flow and invested in enabling technology joint 
ventures like internet of things, cloud computing, 
autonomous cars and smart cities that will drive 
data demand going forward. They also had a real 
estate portfolio that they were developing and 
various other businesses that provided optionality 
to the stock price. KT Corp’s free cash flow yield 
of 16% versus KT Corp’s bond yield of 3% is also 
appealing.

Which investment bucket does this fall into 
and why?

This is a compound mispricing and mischaracterized 
firm/country with embedded options. The 
compound mispricing is due to its holding company 
structure and discount from the sum of the parts, 
which is 73%. The expected discount based upon 
capitalizing management expenses is less than 1%.  
A typical discount for lack of control is about 15 

to 20%. So you have a growing firm with a good-
sized discount. KT Corp’s revenue has grown by 
low single digits with EBITDA growing by mid-single 
digits since the new CEO took over in 2014. 

The mischaracterization is KT Corp is being priced 
as a declining revenue and cash flowing firm (i.e., 
below the price of declining legacy telcos in mature 
Asian markets). Mature Asian telecoms have an 
average EV/EBITDA of about 3.5x and KT Corp is 
selling for 1.5x EBITDA on a “look through” multiple 
basis. Over the short term, KT Corp should trade 
at the mature Asian telecom firms. KT Corp has all 
the pieces to be a quad play telecom firm (phone, 
internet, cable, wireless and content) so, over the 
long term, if revenue is generated from all of these 
segments, it should be priced as a quad play, which 
has multiples of about 10x EBITDA currently.

What do you think the market is missing?

In addition to the compound mispricing and 
mischaracterization described above, the market 
is missing KT Corp’s hidden assets. Some of these 
assets include excess real estate, KT Skylife (the 
Korean satellite TV operator), BC Card (Korea’s 
largest credit card network) and entertainment 
content firms. These assets have significant value 
(almost ₩23,178 per share, with a 30% hold co 
discount on investment assets). In addition, the 
improving capital allocation and governance should 
reduce the holding company discount over time.

You believe there’s hidden value in the 
firm’s real estate portfolio. How much 
could this asset potentially be worth? 

Based upon comments from management the non-
operational real estate (not needed for operations) 
is ₩17,056 per share. 

“Mature Asian telecoms have an 
average EV/EBITDA of about 3.5x and KT 
Corp is selling for 1.5x EBITDA on a “look 
through” multiple basis. Over the short 
term, KT Corp should trade at the mature 
Asian telecom firms.
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Is the firm working to unlock value here?

They are separating this unit and going forward 
with development of their projects. Management is 
expected to grow the value of this non-operational 
real estate by 6% per year over the next five years.

What about the media and broadband 
sections of the business? Where is the 
value here?

I think the core broadband connectivity business 
has value in addition to the content businesses. 
The core connectivity should be worth at least the 
6 to 7x EBITDA like US-based non-declining telcos 
sell for and maybe 10x given the quad play assets 
KT Corp owns in Korea.

The business has struggled to grow over 
the past few years, what has been holding 
it back?

The business is a combination of a legacy phone 
business which is declining, a wireless business 
that has flat growth and broadband and content 
businesses which are growing. As the growing 

businesses represent larger and larger portions of 
total revenue, the growth rate should pick up. It 
is tough to use history as a guide due to the two 
underlying businesses’ revenue mixes changing 
over time.

What action is management taking to 
unlock value?

Historically, current management has implemented 
cost savings of ₩700 billion annually, sold 
capital-intensive car rental business and focused 
investments in growing areas such as cloud 
services and other broadband services such as 
IPTV and content. Recently, management has also 
repurchased shares.

Is there a catalyst you see on the horizon 
that could speed up the process of value 
realization?

5G rollout and the additional revenues that will be 
generated from leasing locations to other telecom 
firms and the removal of the cap on pay-TV 
ownership which will lead to consolidation.
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CloseKT Corporation, inc.

Share Information September 17,2018

Market Cap.
7.3trn

P/E (forward)
15.3

EV/EBITDA
2.3

Dividend Yield
N/A

P/B
0.6

ROIC
3%

Debt to Equity
57.20%

Average Daily Volume
532,723

₩26,000.0 

₩27,000.0 

₩28,000.0 

₩29,000.0 

₩30,000.0 

₩31,000.0 
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What growth metrics are you keeping an 
eye on?

Growth in revenues, EBITDA and free cash flow 
as growing businesses overcome declines from 
declining businesses. Also the growth in broadband 
and IPTV subscribers versus the decline of legacy 
telecom and wireless subscribers.

How is management incentivized to 
achieve the best returns? 

The CEO’s bonus compensation is based upon 
a growing EBITDA target and the KT Corp 
stock price growth in excess of the KOSPI. The 
CEO’s bonus in 2017 was 2x his salary of about 
$500,000.

In the bull case, how much do you think the 
stock could be worth?

The bull case here is with the telco asset trading at 
8x EBITDA (a quad-play multiple) and other assets 
at fair value and a 20% holding company discount 
would be ₩108,000 per share.

And if the company fails to capitalize on 
growth opportunities, what’s the potential 
downside?

The downside would be the telco business at the 
multiples of other Asian telecos (3.5x EBITDA) 
times the current level of EBITDA and the discount 
at the holdco discount at 50% would result in value 
of ₩30,000.

“The bull case here is with the telco 
asset trading at 8x EBITDA (a quad-play 
multiple) and other assets at fair value and 
a 20% holding company discount would be 
₩108,000 per share.
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Bonhoeffer: Stock Idea Two

BUZZI UNICEM CORPORATION 

The second pick is cement business Buzzi 
Unicem (BZU), listed in Italy. What first 
attracted you to this business?

Buzzi is a combination of a compound mispricing 
and a mischaracterized country situation. They 
also are growing (6% EBITDA growth over the past 
five years) and we are in the mid-portion of the 
building cycle (40% below the last cyclical peak 
in 2007) so we are not at a cyclical high. There 
is also consolidation in the cement business in 
many countries (including Italy) which improves 
economics for remaining firms. Buzzi saving shares’ 
free cash flow yield of 14% versus a bond yield of 
1% is also appealing.

Bonhoeffer owns the savings shares of 
Buzzi Unicem. What’s the difference 
between this share class and the common?

The savings shares are non-voting common stock 
that have a higher dividend than the common 
shares. This is a historic structure similar to 
preferred shares in places like Germany and South 
Korea. These shares were issued to raise equity 
but not to dilute the voting control of the majority 
shareholder. There is a trend to consolidate share 
classes in Italy which improves governance. Before 
2014, savings shares were converted at a discount 
to common shares. However, conversions since 
2014 have been at parity to the common shares.

Why do you believe the savings shares are 
a better buy? – could you make the same 
trade with the common?

The savings shares currently trade at a discount 
of 40% to the common shares. The controlling 
family has a 59% stake in Buzzi, so shares of 
minority shareholders cannot win a vote against 
the controlling family. So if you buy the common 
or preferred, you are along for the ride. Given the 
historic trend of converting shares at parity, these 
shares should trade at a smaller discount to the 
common. In places with good governance (US and 
Norway/Sweden) and in US court cases, the voting/
non-voting discount is typically 5 to 10%. So you 

are getting the Buzzi economics at a 35% discount 
to the common shares. The savings shares are also 
less liquid (€760,000 in average trading volume 
per day) versus the common shares (€18.3 million in 
average trading volume per day).

The common stock is currently trading at a 
multi-year low. What has gone wrong?

Buzzi’s change in price is in line with other 
multinational cement producers, such as Heidelberg 
and Cemex, over the past few years. Although Buzzi 
is headquartered and trades in Italy, almost none of 
its recent EBITDA is from Italy. Buzzi has its largest 
exposure to US and Mexico (80% of EBITDA) and 
Eastern Europe (20% of EBITDA) with its Western 
European operations having a breakeven EBITDA. 
Part of the reason for the decline is being an 
Italian company; however, very little of the current 
economics of Buzzi is tied to Italy. The situation in 
Italy is improving as consolidation is reducing the 
number of competitors in each regional market, and 
Buzzi expected to have an EBITDA profit in Italy in 
2018.

 
Do you see these concerns having a long-
term impact on the business?

Buzzi is in a cyclical business, but currently the 
cycles in Europe, North America and Mexico are at 
different phases, so this should smooth out cash 
flow generation in the current cycle. Also, a US 
infrastructure program and the pent-up demand 
for US housing should boost cement/aggregates 
demand in the US despite its current long-lasting 
recovery.

“Although Buzzi is headquartered and 
trades in Italy, almost none of its recent 
EBITDA is from Italy. Buzzi has its largest 
exposure to US and Mexico (80% of EBITDA) 
and Eastern Europe (20% of EBITDA) with 
its Western European operations having a 
breakeven EBITDA. 
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What is the current valuation? 

Buzzi savings shares currently sell at an EBITDA 
multiple of 2.9x and a free cash flow yield of 14%. 
The current average multiples of multinational 
integrated cement/aggregates companies is about 
10x EBITDA. The upside to a 9x multiple is 162%.

Moving to the balance sheet, is there 
anything you think could hold the business 
back here?

Buzzi has debt but its EBITDA coverage ratio 
almost 11 times and the equity value of its publicly 
traded Mexican operations is more than the total 
amount of its debt. So debt is not a restriction on 
further investment or growth via acquisition.

Do you see any upcoming catalysts for the 
business? 

None announced at present. However, one catalyst 
could be the conversion of savings to common 
shares or the improved economics of the Italian 
market due to consolidation. Other operational 
catalysts include a US infrastructure program and/
or the pent-up demand for US housing. Also, if 
the market does not put a discount on Buzzi’s 
operations because it trades in Italy.

Is management incentivized to produce the 
best returns for investors? 

The biggest incentive is the family’s 59% stake in 
Buzzi. Management compensation is modest at 
€400,000 for each co-CEO (family) and the CEO 
of Germany and the US (non-family) have higher 
compensation than the co-CEOs.

What’s your bull and bear thesis for the 
stock? Do you have a time horizon? 

The bull thesis is that reduction of savings/common 
discount via a conversion on a 1:1 basis and the 
re-rating of the firm to a 9x multiple on current 
mid-cycle EBITDA would result in a share price of 
€27.77.

“The bull thesis is that reduction of 
savings/common discount via a conversion 
on a 1:1 basis and the re-rating of the firm to 
a 9x multiple on current mid-cycle EBITDA 
would result in a share price of €27.77. 
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The bear thesis would be a deterioration of EBITDA 
which should be offset by either a savings share 
conversion or the market valuing the company on a 
look-through basis of where EBITDA is generated. 
So the downside should not be much lower than 
the current price of €10. The time horizon is difficult 
to quantify, but three to five years would be a 
reasonable timeframe for the thesis to play out. 

Are you worried about the investment 
environment in Europe? Has that factored 
into your analysis? If not, why not?

The investment environment is already factored 
into the existing price via the lower price than 
justified by its location of EBITDA generation. If the 
market can look past the fact the firm is traded in 
Italy and generates no current EBITDA from Italy, 
then the price should rise.

Has the political change in Italy caused 
you to adjust your view of the company’s 
outlook?

The political change in Italy should have a small 
effect on Buzzi as almost 100% of its EBITDA is 
generated outside of Italy.

Any serious red flags that would cause you 
to sell if they emerged?

If management started to take larger-than-typical 
compensation and/or made an overpriced or non-
synergistic acquisition with a large amount of debt. 

Share Information September 17,2018

Market Cap.
€3.5bn

P/E (forward)
10

EV/EBITDA
7.9

Dividend Yield
0.70%

P/B
1.6

ROIC
10%

Debt to Equity
52.40%

Average Daily Volume
543,851
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Disclosures

Terms of use

Use of this newsletter and its content is governed by the Terms Of Service described in detail at 
https://hiddenvaluestocks.com/terms-of-service/. 

Disclaimer

Any reference obtained from the documents posted on this containing references to products, 
process, or service does not constitute or imply an endorsement by Hidden Value Stocks, Inc. or 
its officers, directors or agents of the product, process, or service, or its producer or provider. The 
views and opinions expressed in this document do not necessarily state or reflect those of Hidden 
Value Stocks, Inc.

There are no warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness, or results 
obtained from any information set forth in this newsletter. Hidden Value Stocks, Inc. will not be 
liable to you or anyone else for any loss or injury resulting directly or indirectly from the use of the 
information contained in this newsletter, caused in whole or in part by its negligence in compiling, 
interpreting, reporting or delivering the content in this newsletter.

Compensation 

Hidden Value Stocks, Inc. receives compensation in connection with the publication of this 
newsletter only in the form of subscription fees charged to subscribers and reproduction or re-
dissemination fees charged to subscribers or others interested in the newsletter content.

http://www.hiddenvaluestocks.com
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